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A LARGE BISMUTH FISSION PULSE IONlZA'I'ION CHAMBER. 

. Wilmot N. Hess. H.Wade Patterson. and Rogel' Wallace 

Radiation La.boratory 
University of California 

Bers·:eley, CaUfornia 

August 3,1950 

ABSTRACT 

A. bismuth lission ·chamber of greatly improved sensitivity. is described. 

It responds to neutrons or protons and has ath-reshold of SO Mev. 
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A LARGE BISMUTH FISSION PULSE IONIZATION CHAMBER 

Wilmot N:. Hess. H. Wade Patterson. and Roger Wallace 

Radiation Laboratory 
University "of California 
Berkeley, Ca.lifornia 

August 3. 1956 

The ion chamber that is described was intended for health physics surveys 

, of ft'euti'onand proton fields. as well as for applications in cosmic.rayand high

energy nuelea'r pbysics ~ee'earch. The methods of chamber, design that have been 

developed in the courseo£ th18 work are applicable to the construction of any pulse 
-

ion chamber in which it is desired to have a plate area on the order of 50 square 

feet; The large electrical capacity of'such a chamber had been a deterrent to its 

use i~thepaGt. "Theeensitivity that has now been achieved is one count in 
" . " ". Z 
approximately .300 very-high-energy neutrons per em . 

" In order to eliminate response to 'V rays and nuclear etar events it was 

. decided to Wle a material to coat the ion chamber plates that would have a high 

lission threshold. and then operate the device so that only fission events could' be 

"c;tetected." At energies above 1 Mev bismuth iethe only element suitable for this 

purpose. 1 Us fission threshold is near 50 Mev for either neutroneor protons. and 

by 270 ,Mev the cross section has risen to 180millibarns. We do Dot have measure

ments at greater energies than this. but there is reason to believe that the cross 

section does not riGe much higher. 
, . 2 

, The fission fragments from Bt have a range on the order of 1 my cm, and 
" " "Z 

there is some evidence that. only the top 1/2 mg/ em of a Bi coating can be thought 

of '"as "effective tf in producing detectable fissi~n events. As a result it was decided 

to space the plates 1/4: in. apart thus providing approJdmately 1 mg of gas path 

length when the pressure is 1 atmosphere and the fragment travels perpendicular 

to the plates. Owing to the very limited effective depth of, the bismuth it is 

necessary to provides. yel"y large area. in ord~r to have a significant counting rate'. 

1 E. L. Kelly and Clyd~ Wiegand, Phys. Rev. 73. 1135 (1948). 
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Bismuth fiesion chambers have been made before, 2, but not with nearly the area 

in this one. The total area of the plates in our present chamber is 63,000 cm Z• 

so that we have 31.5 grams of effective Bi. even though the coating is actuall~' 
. . Z 
1 mg/cm deep. 

The vacuum tight case of the ion chamber shown in Fig. 1 is made of liz -in .• 

thick aluminum with a flange. gasket groove. and lid at each end to [acilitate 

assembly. Inside the chamber 43 plates 12 in. in diameter and 0.040 in. thick 

are spaced 0.25 in. apart on eight rods. Alternate plates are supported (as' 

one unit) by fou'r of the rods. but are separated by the O.iS-in. spacings from 

the 'other plates and their {our supporting rods. The rods are fastened at each 

end to heavy rings, in turn held in place in the case by eight radial eet screws. 

This rugged construction was chosen to reduce microphonic response. The plates 

a.re coated on each side by vacuum evaporation of 1 mg/cm2 of Bt. 

It ,was at first intended to connect the plates in series. using a voltage of 

about 5 kv across the, whole stack to provide a field strength 'of about 200 volts/ cm. 

It was found that the series connection did not provide uniform or adequate 

sensitivity across the stack, and therefore fissions occurring on more remote 

plates could not be detected with equal sensitivity. In addition, the high voltage 

necessary for the series connection gave rise to high-voltage breakdowns. A 

simple connection of alternate plates in paraUel, while it permitted use of a low 

voltage.' gave an electrical capacity of about 8000 J'tU. whieh made the signals 

, much too small to detect. In order to isolate each plate and yet take advantage 

of the large total area of the 43 plates, alternate plates were, connected to 

individual triodes. and the plates of the triodes were tied together. This system 

did not work because the noise of all the triodes was competirtg with ~ desired 

signal from only one. 

What was needed was a method o! aUowingone of each pair of plates to be' 

connected to the input of the preamplifier when a signal was available between that 

particular pair of plates, but haVing the capaei'ty or that pair of plates disconnected 
," . 

when B,uch a signal ,was not present. Thisdesira.ble arrangement (as suggested 

by William Goldsworthy and James Robison of this laboratory) is achieved by 

the connections sh'own in Fig. Z. One set of alternate plates is connected directly' 

to the negative side of a 300 v battery through a simple filter. The plates of the 

2 ,·,:~lydeTWidgal1d. Rev. Sci. Instr. 19, 790. ---
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. ':'<'.~.' :(:;'her. set are connected to one I!llothe'r by Z·OO -v.benry inductances forming. in 
.• " ,-t .~ • • ' 

.' :~<,'f··,.conJutlction with the ,interplate c,"pacitancel!!. a delay Une.· To eliminate reflections" . '. . " 

.:. : '. ".:" Q1le end of ,this lil'1;8 ia terminated in its characteristic hniMdance by a 750-0 

" ,','f;<' 'r.esiStor. The o~er end Of',thilll delay line is connected to an auto pulse trtlnliforme.r, 
, ~ f.'. :.~q'i .• ::' • • ~ 

~.~. ':~<.>: ghri~ga 5-to-lvolt.ge gain. Th.ie provided better impedance matching ~o the,.in~ 
:,; '::: : ,:',put. ~f 'the preamplifier" . ' 

I ." '." , 

'2.·Y·;:··~:·.~: i';:,"There ha 5 ... sec ,delay down thiS entire Une~ Tli~<t.«.fb~a particular signal 
.. • -.",' •• '1 •• '. ",.,' " " ..' ' '.' • .'.' 

" .. ~' :-:", ", ... :~~.y 'be delayed from ,zero to S ~5ec •. U it were desired to 40 coincidence work to 

'. ': . : ):,':.;," >:;~~::b.e~ter than 5 .. 'sec. ·.both ends of .the delay line could be brought out. and if the' 
" ',':: .'l :". :'." ,'t

r 
' . . • . _ _. . 

. ':'.">':~,~:,::t:~sulting·double pulG.es were photographec:1. the location of the pulse in the chamber 

o ~':'~'\ !~~,~' ... ;':.:,~lorii~ithits resulting delay c:ould be de'ter~'ined' to perhaps 0.25 p sec. ' . 
. " .;,' '. ': \; " " '. '.' . . .. " , ._. -' . . . 

. : .;" ;,'.!: . ...:; .... : '. ~ .. The signal trom the ,'pulse transformer is ampUfied by 100 db by a low-

~ ...• :~~;'·t;;:,':-·:::!,ft·~~.e:1>reamplili~r and to~-notse linear amplifier of VeRL design. The ave'rage 

>':,.:?: :'·';:'\::,;::"~l.gDat .. comlng from the pulse transformer is about lOOtAv. Since the counting" 
f ... ; .:: \( ~'.:,'; ,': ,~. ," .' . . 

i';" ··;.:;'(":/':,'.~r~tee'w1ththie charnberare often quite low, in spite of the larg.e amount of 
• -: . ; , '( •• ; '(" •• ~. . ~'r • . • . • _ .' . . 

; ...... ,~·:;·~,:'~eU.ctlve b~a~uth. the pul.ses coming' from the linear' amplifier are both photo .. 

':. ~";·::-·'~>'··,;:<'~'~,apb~d andrecorc:led in duplicate on registers in order to have a ch~ck on ,the . 
(.':'~' .. ~. ',';' . .,1."'.'.;.. ~ .... . '. ". . 

:!:i:·/L",'· ~'long ~time stability of 'the electl:'onic: ti rcuits.. A convention;l1 driven -sweep 
~"j • (J. " .:.. '. ., .'. ... . 

.~: .. :' ,<,,' oS'ciUoscope and moving..film. camera are \lsed. Calibration. pulses of a: known, 

.' ·~~i;.""· "~ize' are automatically ted into the circuit between the pulse transformer alld' 
. ' . -' '. . '';:-.' >'~ '. . ',. , 

}:,l~::'~:-J' ,'preamplifier at regutar.lnt~rva1e and recorded on .the IUm. .as a check of 

::"", :·::{."~";reliabiUty. the c1ieerlmi.nators controlling the registers are gated off when 

::., ';. ' .the caUbr~tion Pubes a~e being fed in. 

':\<:'~ .'. ''l'he chamber ie!illed to ZO lb/in2.absolute with 95% ,A arid 5~ CO2" It, 

.. : <ha~ been t'oundthat this ,is an optimum pressure; more pr~8IlfUreinc;rea&este": 
., -,. 

'. ,.:~:.:,< combhuition arieS, lesspres8ure 'allows the average fission fragment to hit the , ... 

. . 'oPp~.'''te plate .~fore Ul~ end. of its ra:oge. It ha .. been fourld~ by reversi"ng the· 

• - '0 ,polari'ty. that the. bi,~muth on both· the delay-line -collector ,se"t of platee and the 

~high-vo1ta'ge let is effective. That on the high-voltage lIet of plates is about '2 

·to 3 times as effe.ctiv~ 8ethat on the delay-HneBet. 
; ~' . 

., 
.r 
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Ae the IB •• in.ch aynchrocyclotron is not in operation at present, the chamber 

has been partially calibrated during a run at the l ; UCRL Bevatron. Here 6.Z-Bev 

proton. struck a target, producing a variety of particles. The magnetic field of 

the Bevatron deflected all the cbarged particles away from the chamber, leaving 

principally neutrons and y's of leveral Bev. A traneitioD curve shown in Fig. 3 

was run \lsiag 0. 0.5, 2. 6. and 12 inches of lead. A twin chamber having no bismuth 

wa. used to subtract any effect that might be cau8ed by Ule aluminum platel. Above 

a lew volts bias thi •• ubtraction proved to be small. The small slope of these curves 

ie conlisten.t with the attenuation of neutrons by lead and. ie equivalent to a mean free 

path of about. ZOO gram./ cml, which 18 as close to the geometric cro •• section 

mean Iree path for lead of 180 gl'am./cm Z a. can be expected of these rough preliminary 

measurement.. Apparently the reeponle to y rays, known from other experiment. to 

con.titute about 1/3 the neutral partide beam, is quite amall, lor no ateep attenuation-

which would be charaet.rt.tic of 'V-rays· -is 88eft at all. 

The relative integral bias curves tor the chamber with the bilmuth and for the 

twin control chamber without the biemuth are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that under. 

the worst condition. at 10 volts the ratio is 4 to 1, but that thie hal risen to 25 to 1 

at ZO volta and above this is a8 much as 500 to 1. The difference in 810pes of the 

bilmuth and nonbiarnuth curves ie interpreted a. an indication tbat the proces.es 

re.poneible for the pul,es are fundamentally different, namely hea"Vy-element . 
fi,.ion on the one hand and light-element Itar formation on the other. 

During tbe Bevatron l'l;ln a comparison was made with a previou.ly calibrated 

chambe r containiDg I gram o! elfective bismuth and having a ,enaitivity of 1 count 

per 10· neutron./cruZ at 29-0 Mev. It was lound that the large chamber had a counting 

rate. when extrapolated to zero bias, 37 times that of the little chamber, which ia to 

be compared with. .. ratio of about Zl in the amount of effective bismuth contained. 

This measured ratio give. a aen.itivity of about ODe coun.t per 300 very-high-eneriY 

fteutronl per cmZ (a •• uming that the fis.ion. ero ••• ection 40e. not vary rapidly 

with ene rsy above 300 Mev). 

A Cl('252 spontaneou. Iis.ion lource ball been incorporated into each chamber. 

but for limplicity hal not been .hown in Fia_ 2. The high voltage to th1 •• our-c::e can 

be twitched off or on from the out.ide, making a fairly higb counting rate of bona 

fide fi •• ion pubes available at any time for circuit tell at\d caUbra.Uon purpose •• 
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,,'The integral bias cutvearising from 500 Cf252 pulses is shown in ~ig'.5. That the slope . ' 

of this curve ie much steeper than that arising from, the 'bismuth, fissiQns is interpreted 

as a. resuttal the dHlerence in the mechanics of the two fission processes themselves; 

'and of the .fact that the Cfl .52 is extremely thin: ' 

This cbamber will sometimes be used in thepreS0nce of charged pa·rticles. such 

.a.s, ve~Y .. h'i.gh~energy protons and pione. which can initiate fissions a.s' easily as neutrons 

can 'be~ause their eD:ergy, is ElO far a.bove the Coulomb barrier potential., In order to 

separate ,the effect of the charged particles a complete blanket of Geiger tubes is 

being co,nstrueted for :the bismuth-containing chamber, a.nd each fi8sion event will 
~ .' . 

be .recorded as being either in coincide.nce with a Geiger pulse or not. 

", 'The 'authors wish to thank the operating crews ot the UCRL 184-inch cyclotron 

',atld.BeV'atron for their cooperation in the experimenta.l calibrations of this fission 

chamber. 

This wO'rk wa·sdoBe under the auspices of ,the U.S. Atoxnic Energy 

Commission. 
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LEGENDS 

. " 

Fi$. 1. Vacuumc&ae of bismuth fission chamber made of 0.5-io. -thick dural. 

The low.noise preamplU'iers and signal control box are S~OWlt on top 01 

the chamber. 

Fig. Z'. Schematic diagram ,01 th~ interior a1"range;ment of- the bismuth £i~si.on 

chamber. The plates ,are seen to be spaced by ceramic insulators and. 

waahere along bars which are in turn. held to the case by supporting ringe 

at each end. Half' the pla~ee are connected to the 'battery cont~ined. in the' 

signal control box on top of the chamber. The other ,half of thepiates a.re 

connected in series through 200 ... microhenry inductances; making them 

inlo4 distributed delay line having an' over-all delay of about: 5 micro- ' 

seconds., One en.d G! the line is terminated in its characteristic impedance 

of azo ohms. while the other enel of the line is connected to an autotransformer 

which serves to match impedances. 

Fig. 3. Transition curve lor various thicknesses of lead up to 12' iri. lor the 

neutral beam of ~ University Gf California BevatroJl •. These curves 

indicate that there is no measurable response to gamma rays, even though 

these are known to const~tute a majol' part of the' neutra.l beam.. The slopes' 

of these curVeS are consistent with the attenuation of ne\ltrons by lead~ 

" t 

Fig. 4. Integral bias curves for the bismuth-coated chamber and for its twin 

with no'bismuth. Above 20 volts bias the ratio of counting rates is as much 
as '500 to 1. 

, ,Fig. S. Integral bias curve of 500 californium -Z5Z spontaneous .iiseion pulses. 

The steeper slope of this curVe is thought to arise from the difference 

between the spontaneous eali£oridum fisaioh and the induced high-energy 

neutron fission of bismuth. 
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physical arrangement of the 
bismuth fission chamber. 
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